NEB’S FUN WORLD
INDOOR ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Let’s Play! NEB’s Fun World to Become Largest Entertainment Facility
in Eastern GTA
(Oshawa, ON, December 18th, 2017) - NEB’s
Fun World, an indoor amusement centre
located at 1300 Wilson Rd North, Oshawa, is
announcing today that it is expanding to
approximately 130,000 square feet of indoor
entertainment. Construction on the new
addition will take place during the 2018-2019
season; making this facility the largest of its
kind in the Eastern GTA.
Multiple roller coasters, both in the air and on the ground will be the highlight of the
new addition. Other innovative attractions such as virtual reality, interactive escape
rooms and multiple-level laser tag will be just some of the new elements introduced to
NEB’s along with the already established attractions. The current play centre will also
undergo massive changes during this expansion to hold approximately 400 users at a
time. Once completed, NEB’s will be able to host over 1000 guests at a time
comfortably in the facility; while also being large enough for an auditorium-style venue
with the opportunity to oﬀer live entertainment.
Upon opening, almost all of NEB’s 52 lanes will be capable of setting both 5 & 10 pin
per guest request. These bowling machines and the scoring technology were locally
produced, invented and made in Oshawa by the England Family.
“We wanted a fun and unique experience that you would not find anywhere else.”
explained Tom England, President of NEB’s Fun World.
About NEB’s Fun World:
The multi-generational bowling alley was established in the late 1930’s and since then has
grown with the Oshawa community. Now in it’s third location, the family run business has
blossomed into what we now know and recognize as NEB’s Fun World.
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